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Abstract
We investigated a texturing process for crystalline Si solar cells by dry etching with chlorine trifluoride (ClF3)
gas without plasma excitation. Recently our research group demonstrated improved electrical characteristics of
single-crystalline Si solar cells textured by dry etching of the phosphorus-doped layers. In this report, we
attempted to improve the electrical properties of multi-crystalline Si solar cells by modifying the experimental
procedure and optimizing the process conditions. The reflectance of the treated surfaces was around 10% at 600
nm without an anti-reflection film. We demonstrated the characteristics of multi-crystalline solar cells by
random-texturing by plasmaless etching. This is the first report to prove the validity of plasmaless dry texturing
for multi-crystalline Si solar cells.
Keywords: reflectance, diffused layer, spectral response, chlorine trifluoride, multi-crystalline Si
1. Introduction
A current goal in research for semiconductor solar cells is to develop a low-cost method for fabricating cells with
high conversion efficiency. One of the methods for improving efficiency is to reduce the surface reflection loss
of the incident light. Texturing is one of the methods for reducing surface reflection loss, and will be important
for light trapping especially in future thin crystalline Si solar cells because of the relatively low absorption
coefficient of Si.
(100) oriented single-crystalline Si substrates are mainly textured into pyramid-like structures with an alkaline
solution by using the dependence of the etch rate on crystalline direction (Campbell & Green, 1987). However,
an alkaline solution is not effective for texturing multi-crystalline Si. Random-textured structures created by wet
etching with mixed acid solutions, HF/HNO3/CH3COOH (Nishimoto et al., 1999; Hauser et al., 2004;
Nievendick et al., 2012) or HF/HNO3/H2SO4 (Watanabe et al., 2013) for multi-crystalline Si have been
investigated, but they are insufficient for obtaining a low reflectance. Moreover, the wet process will be difficult
for thin substrates with low mechanical strength in the future.
Reactive-ion etching (RIE) using plasma is known to form textured structures on multi-crystalline Si surfaces at
specific etching conditions. Inomata et al. (1997) reported around 17% efficiency for multi-crystalline Si solar
cells textured by RIE with a Cl2 gas, but the detailed experimental condition was not given. Various pieces of
research indicated low reflectance below 4% textured by RIE with SF6/O2 (Murias et al., 2012) and NF3/Ar
(Cecchetto et al., 2013) gas mixtures, but the characteristics of the solar cells have not been referred. Recently
Park et al. (2013) reported around 16.8% efficiency for multi-crystalline Si solar cells with cone and
pyramid-like textured structures formed by RIE with SF6/O2. However, the RIE method often has disadvantages,
such as plasma damage to the substrates (Yoo et al., 2008), contamination (Tucci et al., 2006), and high
throughput mass production of solar cells. A different, low-cost, and damageless texturing method is considered
to be required.
Our research group has intensively investigated a procedure for texturing crystalline Si by dry etching without
plasma. The ClF3 gas can etch silicon even at room temperature without plasma (Ibottoson et al., 1984). In
addition, plasmaless dry etching is an isotopic reaction, and hardly damages substrates (Saito & Kosuge, 2007).
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In particular, the dry etching with ClF3 gas can form random-textured structures on Si (Kohata & Saito, 2010;
Sanda & Saito, 2013).
We can easily obtain a low reflectance near 10% at wavelengths between 300 - 800 nm for Si surfaces randomly
textured by ClF3. We fabricated solar cells by phosphorus thermal diffusion onto the textured surfaces. However,
the increase of efficiency of the random-textured solar cells was below 10%. This value was less than the
increase of the absorbed light in the cells, around 35%. The insufficient improvement was considered to be due
to submicron structures caused by the dry texturing (Kohata & Saito, 2010).
Recently, we etched dry-textured surfaces with an acid solution to form appropriately-textured structures.
Improved electrical characteristics were obtained for solar cells with dry-textured and wet-etched surfaces
(Sanda & Saito, 2013). However, the two step process will not be preferred because of cost increase in practical
fabrication.
In the related previous report (Kohata & Saito, 2010), we attempted to enhance the performance of dry textured
solar cells by modifying the experimental procedure. Phosphorus-doped emitter layers were slightly etched with
a ClF3 gas to texture the cell surfaces. The textured surfaces had a reflectance of about 17.8% at a wavelength of
600 nm. We fabricated single-crystalline Si solar cells with a textured doped layer, and their efficiency was
sufficiently improved in comparison with that of the mirrored cell.
In this study, the emitter etch-back texturing process was applied to the fabrication of multi-crystalline silicon
solar cells in order to prove the validity of plasmaless texturing for multi-crystalline substrates. We attempted to
improve the electrical performances by modifying the fabrication step and optimizing the experimental
conditions.
2. Experimental Details
P-type multi-crystalline Si substrates with a resistivity of 0.5 - 1.5 cm and a thickness of 250m were used and
were cut to a size of 2 cm × 3 cm. The substrates were etched with a hydrofluoric acid and nitric acid-based
solution to remove slice-induced damaged layers and were cleaned with a hot ammonia and hydrogen
peroxide-based solution. Schematic diagrams for the following fabrication process flow of solar cells are
summarized and shown in Figs. 1(a)-(i). After the chemical cleaning, a pn junction was formed by thermal
diffusion of phosphorus as shown in Fig. 1(a). The aluminum films were prepared by evaporation as shown in
Fig. 1(b), and the films were patterned to the front side electrodes as shown in Fig. 1(c). The detailed process
conditions up to this step are described elsewhere (Kohata & Saito, 2010).
N+ layer

(a)

N layer

P-type Si substrate
Al film

(b)
Photo-resist film

(c)
Dry texturing

Mirror-etching

(d)

(g)

(e)

(h)

(f)

(i)
Textured solar cell

Mirror-etched solar cell

Figure 1. Schematic diagrams of procedure fabricating textured and mirror-etched cells
Note. (a) Phosphorus diffusion, (b) Al evaporation, (c) Al patterning, (d) Texturing of diffused layer, (e)
Photo-resist patterning, (g) Isolation and Al evaporation onto rear side, (h) Mirror-etching of diffused layer, (i)
Isolation and Al evaporation onto rear side.
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We introduuced the substtrates into the dry etching aapparatus, desccribed elsewheere (Saito & K
Kosuge, 2007).. The
substrates were, then, partially
p
texturred by ClF3 att room temperrature by usinng the patterneed photo-resistt and
aluminum electrodes as an etching maask as shown inn Fig. 1(d), whhere the typicaal partial pressuure of ClF3 wa
as 1.2
Pa. The phhoto-resist film
m was intentionnally left to redduce fluorinatiion of metal fillms during etchhing.
In the convventional proccess for cell fabbrication, the ssubstrate surfaaces are usuallyy textured beffore the phosph
horus
diffusion sstep. The dry teexturing can bbe performed eeven after electtrode formationn, because dryy etching has a high
selectivityy of etch rates respective
r
to m
mask materialss. Moreover, w
we are able to fform a selectivve emitter stru
ucture
self-aligneedly during thee texturing stepp.
The extra pphosphorus-dooped layers of the substrates were etched w
with an acid soolution for 1 m
min as shown in
n Fig.
1(e). The aarea of the leftt doped layer w
was measured tto be 4.32cm2. In our previoous study (Kohhata & Saito, 2010),
the extra ddiffused layers were removedd before alumiinum evaporatiion, and the ceell yield was loow due to pin holes
h
in the diffu
fused layers beecause of the innsufficient ressistance of the photo resist fi
films to an acidd solution. The
e cell
yield was rremarkably inccreased by thee modification in this study.
The alumiinum was evaaporated to the rear surfacee, as shown inn Figure 1(f), and the subsstrates were finally
annealed aat 500oC in nitrrogen ambientt to form ohmicc contacts.
Solar cellss with mirror-eetched surfacess were also preepared as referrence samples. The experim
mental procedurre for
the mirror-etched cell was
w similar to tthe above menntioned proceddure until Figuure 1(c). After the front electrode
patterning, a part of thhe n+ layer w
was etched bacck with an accid solution too adjust the thhickness and sheet
resistance of the doped layer
l
to those oof the texturedd cells, as show
wn in Figure 1((g).
Optical reeflection of thhe substrates was measuredd in a wavellength range bbetween 300 - 850 nm with a
spectrophootometer by using
u
an integrrating sphere. Surface strucctures were chharacterized byy using a scan
nning
electron m
microscope (SE
EM). The currrent-voltage characteristics of the cells w
were measuredd at 25oC unde
er an
illuminatioon of AM1.5 from
fr
a solar-sim
mulated light ssource. The speectra responsee of the cells w
was also measurred.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Surfacce Structures, Optical
O
Properrties, and Sheeet Resistance
As receiveed multi-crysttalline Si subsstrates were m
mirror-etched w
with an acid ssolution (HF:H
HNO3:CH3COOH=
2:3:6) for 1 min. A typical SEM imagge of the mirroor-etched surfaaces is shown in Figure 2. T
The morpholog
gy of
the etched surface is rathher smooth in tthe microscopiic region, but iis gently roughh at a scale of a few microme
eters.
The gentlee roughness is likely derivedd from the as--cut surface strructures of thee substrates. T
The starting su
urface
structures are different from
f
those of ssingle-crystalline Si substrattes, because m
multi-crystallinne Si wafers are not
polished.

Figure 22. Typical SEM
M image of phoosphorus-dopeed multi-crystaalline Si substrrate mirror-etchhed with an ac
cid
solution
Phosphoruus was thermaally diffused onto the substrrate surfaces aand the surfacees were texturred by ClF3 with
w a
partial preessure of 1.2 Pa at room tem
mperature. SEM
M images of the surfaces, dryy-textured for 3, 6, and 9min
n, are
shown in F
Figs. 3 (a), (b)), and (c), resppectively. Everry SEM imagee in Figure 3 shhows microscoopic roughnesss and
is similar tto each other. The roughness is induced inn the early stagge of the dry eetching and grradually chang
ges in
10
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the following stage.

(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 3. SEM images of
o phosphorus--doped multi-ccrystalline Si ssubstrates etched at ClF3 parttial pressure off 1.2
Pa for (a) 3,, (b) 6, and (c) 9 min
Figure 4 sshows reflectannce spectra forr the textured and mirror-etcched surfaces. As the texturring time incre
eases,
the reflectaance of the texxtured surfaces decreases, ass shown in Figgure 4. A low rreflectance bellow 10% at 60
00nm
is achievedd for the substtrates etched ffor 4min and longer and is less than that ffor the texturedd single-crysta
alline
substrates reported in thee previous relaated article (Koohata & Saito, 2010).
In Figure 44, the decreasee of the reflecttion of the texttured surfaces respective to tthat of the mirrror-etched surfaces
is remarkaable with the decrease
d
of thee wavelength. This tendencyy is due to the increase of thee effect of multiple
reflectionss, because lighht with short w
wavelengths caan enter into suub-micron holles in the textuured structuress. For
example, tthe light refleccts more than three times att a wavelengthh of 400nm, aas estimated frrom the reflecttance
value. By the way, the reflectance
r
of textured surfaaces gradually increases withh the increase of the wavele
ength
over 500nm
m, because muultiple reflectioons are prevennted. The textuured “layers” w
work as anti-reeflection films with
graded refr
fractive indicess (Sai et al., 20007).
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Figure 4. Reflectance sspectra of multti-crystalline Si (ClF3 partial pressure : 1.2 Pa)
Figure 5 shhows reflectannce at 600 nm and the sheet resistance of pphosphorus difffused mc-Si aas a function of
o dry
etching tim
me, where the ClF3 partial ppressure was 11.2Pa. The refl
flectance at 6000 nm is replottted from Figu
ure 4,
and decreaases with the etching time, because the ssurface roughnness increases. The sheet reesistance incre
eases,
because thhe thickness off the diffused llayers is decreeased. In our eexperiments, shheet resistancee of about 50 /sq.

is suitable for obtaining high conversiion efficiency. Therefore, ann etching time range betweeen 4 and 6 min
n was
estimated to be preferabble for keepinng a low reflecctance and suiitable sheet reesistance. It is not so difficu
ult to
control thee sheet resistannce because off the enhancedd etch rate of tthe n+ layer annd relatively-ssuppressed reaction
with the otther region in the
t plasmalesss dry etching oof silicon.
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Figure 5. Reflectance at 600nm and sheet resistance of phosphorus-doped multi-crystalline Si as function of dry
etching time (ClF3 partial pressure: 1.2 Pa)
3.2 Characteristics of Dry-Textured Cells
Dry textured and mirror-etched multi-crystalline Si solar cells were fabricated. The sheet resistance of the
mirror-etched surface was near 50 /sq. in this experiment. As shown in Figure 5, the thickness of the n-type
layer for the mirrored cell corresponds to that of the cell dry-textured for 5 - 6 min.
Electrical characteristics for the solar cells illumination were measured under AM1.5 at 25oC. The current
density was obtained by dividing the current by the aperture area, 3.42cm2, of the solar cell.
Table 1. Dependence of cell performance parameters on texturing time
Voc (mV)

Jsc (mA/cm2)

FF

 (%)

Mirror-etched

552

27.9

0.717

11.0

Textured (3min)

559

34.6

0.746

14.4

Textured (4min)

554

34.9

0.724

14.0

Textured (5min)

564

35.5

0.747

15.0

Textured (6min)

561

37.8

0.717

15.2

Textured (7min)

570

30.5

0.743

12.9

Textured (8min)

578

30.5

0.718

12.7

Textured (9min)

446

27.0

0.318

3.9

The cell performance parameters, obtained from the measured current vs. voltage characteristics, are
summarized in Table 1. The short circuit current density, Jsc, and the conversion efficiency, , of the textured
cell were improved up to about 35% and 38% compared with those of a mirror-etched cell, respectively. The cell
performance was improved with the texturing time until 6 min, because the reflectance decreased and the sheet
resistance approached an empirically appropriate value of about 50 /sq., as shown in Figure 5. In this study, the
best performance was obtained for the cell textured for 6 min. The cell performance, especially Jsc, was
degraded with the texturing time over 7min, probably because the remaining n-layer became partially too thin.
The absolute spectral responses of the textured cell (6 min) and the mirrored cell, which were obtained from the
12
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ratio of the photo-induced current with respect to the light intensity at each wavelength, are shown in Figure 6.
The absolute spectral response of the textured cell is larger than that of the mirrored cell at wavelengths over 470
nm. The improved spectral response is mainly due to the increase of the absorbed light by the textured structure.

Absolute spectral response (A/W)

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

Mirror-etched
Textured for 6 min

0.1
0
400

500

600
700
800
Wavelength (nm)

900

1000

Figure 6. Absolute spectral responses of textured cell (6 min) and mirrored cell, which were obtained from ratio
of photo-induced current with respect to light intensity

Ratio [Textured-]/[Mirrored cell]

2.5
Absorbed light intensity
Spectral response

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
400

500

600
700
Wavelength (nm)

800

900

Figure 7. Ratios of spectral response and absorbed light intensity of textured cell with respect to those of
mirrored cell
Figure 7 shows the ratios of the spectral response and the absorbed light intensity of the textured cell with
respect to those of the mirrored cell, where the absorbed light intensity is calculated from the reflectance shown
in Figure 4. The values of the ratio of the spectral response almost agree with those of the absorbed light
intensity at each wavelength over 650 nm. The improvement of the spectral response, therefore, corresponds to
the increase of absorbed light in the long wavelength region.
However, the values for the spectral response largely deviate from those for the absorbed light intensity in the
short wavelength region below 500 nm as shown in Figure 7. The degradation of the spectral response is
considered to be due to the decrease of internal quantum efficiency (IQE).
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Cross-sectional diagrams near the phosphorus-diffused layers textured by the dry process are illustrated in Figure
8 to explain the degradation of IQE in the short wavelength region. Most of the incident light with wavelengths
larger than 500 nm enters into the region near the pn junction interface, and the photo-induced minority carriers
(holes) can contribute to the current as shown in Figure 8(a). On the other hand, most of the incident light with
wavelengths around 400 nm is estimated to be absorbed within an 80 nm depth from the surfaces because of
large absorption coefficients, as shown in Figure 8(b). A large part of the photo-induced minority carriers near
the surfaces will recombine and diminish likely due to surface states, the residual n+ region, and/or the long
pathway to the junction interface. In the short wavelength region, the IQE of the textured cell is less than that of
the mirrored cell, in which the n+ region is removed by the wet etching. Moreover, the reflectance of the textured
surfaces is much less than that of the mirrored surface because of multi-reflection in the short wavelength region.
These cause the deviation between the improvement of spectral response and the increase of absorbed light
intensity by the texturing, as indicated in Figure 7.

Incident light
>50 0nm

Incident light
<450nm

(1)

(2)

n+region
n layer
Photo-induced hole
Current flow

(a)

J unction interface
p-type substrate

(b)

Figure 8. Schematic cross-sectional images for models of light absorption and photo-induced carriers in a
phosphorus-diffused surface of Si with finely-textured structures
Note. Wavelengths of incident light are (a) below 450nm and (b) over 500nm.
If the IQE is improved to that of the wet-etched cell, the increase of the short circuit current is estimated to be a
few percent. A method for improving the low IQE in the short wavelength region is under investigation. We
consider that surface passivation can improve the IQE.
4. Conclusion
In this study, we applied plasmaless dry texturing to doped layers of multi-crystalline Si solar cells. We modified
the fabrication procedure and optimized the etching conditions to improve the cell performance. The reflection of
the textured surface was decreased to about 10% at 600 nm. The efficiency of the fabricated cell with the textured
surfaces was improved up to 38%, compared with that of the mirror-etched cell. It was experimentally
demonstrated that our texturing method is effective for multi-crystalline Si solar cells. The next goal for this
texturing procedure is to improve IQE in the short wavelength region to improve cell performance further.
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